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ExamVue Duo Acquisition Software

Our Solutions - Your Benefits

ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
FOR VETERINARY

ExamVue Duo Acquisition Software is JPI Healthcare Solutions’s 
advanced X-ray imaging software, designed for the acquisition, 
processing, storage, and viewing of digitally acquired x-ray 
images. 

ExamVue Duo is indicated for use in veterinary applications. 
Large or small, ExamVue Duo has the tools for your practice 
and the ease of use to fit your veterinary clinic.

New Software Designed for the 
Veterinary Market

Optimized for Simple and Fast Workflow 

Includes Tools Valuable for Both Large 
Companies and Small Offices

Pictorial Instructions and X-ray 
Techniques for Dogs, Cats, Horses, and 
Other Animal Exams

Designed for Touchscreen and Desktop

Integration with JPI CubeX Generators plus 
Leading Manufactures such as CPI, Poskom, 
and IMD 

Developed and supported in-house by JPI, our total ownership 
of our software allows us to offer features and support in a way 
unavailable from most competitors. 

JPI is dedicated to making your experience with ExamVue Duo 
the best it can possibly be. Many features that are expensive 
“options” in other software are included in every ExamVue Duo 
install. 

Image Stitching, DICOM Modality Worklist, Procedure Code 
Matching, DICOM Print, and CD Burning are all standard with 
ExamVue Duo.

Easy to Learn                  |    Quick to Use               |                Specialty Tools Available



ExamVue Duo
With state of the art intuitive imaging tools, our 
ExamVue Duo software makes for easy acquisition 
and short learning curves for acquiring high-quality 
images on any patient in your work environment. 

ExamVue Duo can be used on Windows tablets, 
PCs, and laptops, and integrates with multiple 
detectors, industry-leading x-ray generators, PACS, 
and EMR systems. Reliable and flexible, ExamVue 
Duo seamlessly integrates into any professional 
practice.

ExamVue Duo can be expanded with the ExamVue 
PACS and JPI Cloud PACS for viewing on other 
computers and adding further tools for veterinary 
applications. The JPI Cloud PACS expands your 
access to your images to anywhere you can 
connect to the internet and allows for easy sharing 
with doctors and patients throughout your practice 
or anywhere in the world.
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ACQUISITION SOFTWARE
FOR VETERINARY

Software At A Glance

Plus optional add-ons for special Companion Animal Tools, Equine 
tools, or both, with written and graphic instructions on their use.

ROI Zoom and Window 

Changeable Skins               |   Touchscreen Supported             |             Multiple Views

An extensive array of tools for measuring and displaying your images, for 
you to customize to your practice. Tools include, among many others:

Email Client Vertical Distance

Free Draw Cobb and Standard Angles Image Stitching

Horizontal Distance

Reports

Registering Positioning

Additional Features:

Mobile

X-Ray

Panels

5-5-5
Program

DICOM Modality
Worklist

PACS

 X Easy workflow with the fewest necessary interruption during exam 
acquisition. Complete an entire exam from the first x-ray the last 
without ever needing to touch the computer. 

 X Automatic image processing for all views, plus manual control for 
fine tuning images.

 X Continual status updates for panel connection, PACS, MWL, and 
hard drive space.

 X MWL and Procedure Code Matching for integration with RIS/HIS or 
our stand-alone MWL generator.

 X Export and Import DICOM and JPG files.
 X Integrated technique charts, positioning guides and exposure 

index for all programmed views.


